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Abstract: Aesthetic education in contemporary university literature teaching is an important component of cultivating students' literary appreciation ability and aesthetic sense. Through the study of literary works, students can broaden their aesthetic horizons, understand the diversity of literature and how writers use language and expression forms to convey ideas and emotions. Aesthetic education not only helps to improve students' literary taste, but also promotes their critical thinking and cultural awareness. Therefore, contemporary university literature teaching should attach importance to aesthetic education and provide students with more in-depth literary experience and opportunities for reflection.
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1 Introduction

With the continuous development of society and the integration of culture, university literature teaching is no longer just about imparting literary knowledge, but pays more attention to cultivating students' aesthetic emotions and thinking abilities. Aesthetic education in contemporary university literature education is a highly challenging and important subject. The essence of aesthetic education lies in guiding students to discover, understand, and appreciate beauty, not only in literary works, but also in daily life. Research and practice in this field contribute to cultivating students' aesthetic literacy, enhancing their literary literacy, enabling them to better understand the world, reflect on themselves, and participate in social and cultural development. This article will delve into the significance, methods, and challenges of aesthetic education in contemporary university literature education, in order to provide useful insights for future educational practices [1].

2 The importance of aesthetic education in university literature

The aesthetic education of contemporary university literature can promote the inheritance and preservation of culture. Literature is the carrier of culture. Through aesthetic education, universities can inherit and preserve the cultural essence of each era, so that students can better understand the history, tradition and cultural heritage. At the same time, aesthetic education also helps to cultivate students' critical thinking, creative thinking and logical thinking abilities. By analyzing literary works, students can exercise their ability to think about problems and improve the level of logical thinking. Literary works typically cover human emotional issues, moral issues, and ethical issues. Through aesthetic education, students can better understand human nature, develop empathy, pay attention to social issues, and better handle interpersonal relationships. Literary works showcase various literary techniques and creative styles, and students can study literature to gain inspiration and develop their creativity. Whether in the field of literature or other creative fields,
contemporary society is a multicultural intersection. Aesthetic education helps students better understand and respect different cultural perspectives and values, and cultivate cross-cultural communication skills. Literary works often evoke emotional resonance. By reading and analyzing literature, students can better understand themselves, explore their inner world, and promote personal growth and self-awareness. Aesthetic education cultivates students' deep understanding of society and culture, making them more likely to participate in the development of society and culture and make positive contributions to society. Therefore, contemporary university literature aesthetic education is not only a knowledge transfer, but also an important tool for cultivating students' comprehensive development, helping them become more intelligent, emotionally rich, and creative individuals, and prepare for future challenges.

3 The path to aesthetic education in contemporary university literature

Aesthetic education in university literature teaching is an important component of cultivating students' aesthetic perception, understanding, and appreciation abilities for literary works. Aesthetic education helps students learn to deeply interpret literary works, understand their metaphors, symbols, themes, and other elements. By analyzing the language, structure, and style of literary works, students can better appreciate the creative expressions of writers. When interpreting literary works, students need to understand the historical and cultural background of the works, which helps them better understand the cultural elements, social commentary, and era characteristics in the works. Aesthetic education helps students place literary works in a broad cultural background and deeply understand their connotations. Students develop their ability to appreciate diverse aesthetic styles through exposure to different literary genres (such as novels, poetry, drama) and different literary schools (such as realism, romanticism, and modernism). Aesthetic education encourages students to evaluate literary works through critical thinking, present their own viewpoints and arguments, and participate in literary discussions and debates, so as to cultivate students' analytical and expressive abilities. Students can also develop aesthetic education through literary creation. Writing and expression are important parts of aesthetic education, as they help students better understand the creative process and the choice of authors. Aesthetic education should also encourage students to explore literary works from different cultures, thereby expanding their cross-cultural perspective and understanding [2].

In short, aesthetic education in university literature aims to cultivate students' deeper and more comprehensive understanding and appreciation of literary works, while improving their critical thinking and expression abilities to enable them to have a richer and deeper understanding of the diversity of human culture and literature.

3.1 Choosing diverse literary materials and encouraging students to write creatively

Choosing diverse literary materials and encouraging students to write creatively play a crucial role in aesthetic education for university students. Diverse literary materials can help students broaden their horizons, gain a deeper understanding of literary works from different cultures, backgrounds, and eras, and thus develop a broader aesthetic perspective. By being exposed to different genres, cultural traditions, and literary schools, students can better appreciate diverse aesthetic values and styles. At the same time, encouraging students to participate in creative writing not only promotes their deeper understanding of literary works, but also cultivates their creative thinking and expression abilities. Students can explore their emotions and perspectives by creating their own works, and put the aesthetic concepts they have learned into practice. Participatory teaching methods help stimulate students' enthusiasm for literature, making them active participants in literary creation and discussion. The diverse selection of literary materials and creative writing provide strong support for aesthetic education of university students, helping them establish a richer aesthetic experience and literary understanding, while stimulating their creativity and laying a solid foundation for future personal and professional development [3].
3.2 Establishing interactive learning groups to strengthen literary analysis and commentary

Establishing interactive learning groups is one of the important methods to strengthen the role of literary analysis and criticism in aesthetic education for university students. Through group discussions and collaborative learning, students can exchange ideas, share interpretations, and explore literary works from multiple perspectives, thereby deepening their understanding and appreciation abilities. In such a learning environment, students can inspire each other, propose different viewpoints, which encourages them to think and reflect on their own viewpoints, cultivates critical thinking and analytical skills. At the same time, group interaction can also stimulate students' interest, allowing them to have a deeper understanding of literary works and cultural backgrounds. In addition, interactive learning groups for literary analysis and criticism can help students develop stronger expression and communication skills. Through oral expression and written comments, they are not only able to express their views clearly, but also learn to listen to others and respect different opinions. It is a very important skill in social and professional life. In short, establishing interactive learning groups is an effective way to fully leverage the role of literary analysis and criticism in university students' aesthetic education. It can cultivate students' critical thinking, analytical skills, and communication skills, thereby enhancing their aesthetic literacy and literary understanding level.

3.3 Applying digital tools to promote cross-cultural communication

The application of digital tools can promote cross-cultural communication and plays an important role in aesthetic education for university students. By utilizing virtual reality and online platforms, students can participate in cultural experiences around the world, such as virtual museum visits and online cultural festivals, which help them gain a deeper understanding of the aesthetic values of different cultures. Using online tools, cross-cultural students can collaborate to complete literary analysis and creative projects, which helps promote understanding and cooperation between different cultures. Students can access digital libraries and open education resources from different cultures to delve into various literary works and expand their literary knowledge. Creating online forums or social media groups for students to share and discuss their perspectives and cultural backgrounds on literary works can help promote cross-cultural communication. Providing online language learning resources can help students learn other languages and better understand and analyze literary works from different cultures. With the application of digital tools, university students can more easily access cross-cultural experiences and resources to broaden their aesthetic perspective, and enhance their cultural sensitivity and cross-cultural communication skills, which is very important for contemporary globalized aesthetic education of university students.

4 Conclusion

Aesthetic education plays a crucial role in contemporary university literature teaching. It is not only a means of imparting literary knowledge and skills, but also a bridge to cultivate students' emotions, thinking, and humanistic literacy. By deeply exploring the artistic characteristics, historical background, and cultural connotations of literary works, students can better understand human emotions, values, and social phenomena, thereby forming a broader aesthetic perspective. Contemporary university literature education should not only focus on cultivating students' critical thinking and analytical abilities, but also stimulate their love and enthusiasm for literature, so that they have stronger internal strength when facing complicated and ever-changing social and cultural challenges. Only in this way can we inherit and develop the great tradition of literature in contemporary society, making literature an eternal source of human spiritual life.
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